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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

An app has been built to analyze salesperson performance by department. Salespeople often move 

between departments. There is a strict business rule which states a salesperson must be associated with 

ONLY one department at all times. 

The data architect creates a summary of department performance and notices the values are incorrect. 

The KPI showing the total sales shows the correct result. 

How should the data architect modify the data model to correct the issue? 

A. Create a bridge table between the Departments and Salespeople tables to resolve the many-to- many relationship 

B. Create a bridge table between the Transactions and Salespeople tables to resolve the many-to- many relationship 

C. Join the Transactions and Salespeople tables to resolve the many-to-many relationship 

D. Join the Departments and Salespeople tables to resolve the many-to-many relationship 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 2

A company decides to migrate all apps from QlikView to Qlik Sense. After converting an apps: there are several
unconverted objects. 

What should the data architect do? 

A. Save the unconverted objects as extensions and import them into Qlik Sense 

B. Remove the set analysis statements from the unconverted objects 

C. Re-create the unconverted objects 

D. Save the unconverted objects as master items 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Multiple department fields in a dataset require a description. A data architect needs to add the department 

descriptions or a default value when the department does NOT have a description. 

Which strategy should the data architect use to meet these requirements? 

A. ApplyMap with two parameters after the Mapping load 

B. Left Join between tables and Description.xlsx in every Department table 

C. Enter "Missing description" in the blank rows for Description.xlsx, then use Mapping Load 

D. ApplyMap with three parameters after the Mapping load 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A data architect executes the following script: 
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What will be the result of Table_A? 
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A. Option A 
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B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 

The Section Access security table for an app is shown User ABC\PPP opens a Qlik Sense app with a table using the
field called LEVEL on one of the table columns. 

What is the result? 

A. The user gets an "Invalid visualization" error 

B. The table is displayed without the LEVEL column 

C. The table is removed from the user interface 

D. The user gets a "Field not found" error 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A business analyst reports that the \\'CompanyAge\\' field does NOT display for users The data architect examines the
LOAD script and wants to place the breakpoint in the script to check the field name. Which line number should the data
architect use? 

A. 242 because field name appears in the output Panel of the debugger 

B. 251 because the field name appears in the Variable panel of the debugger 

C. 251 because the field name appears in the Qlik Log files 

D. 251 because the field name appears in the Output panel of the debugger 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibit. 
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The data architect needs to build a model that contains Sales and Budget data for each customer. Some 

customers have Sales without a Budget, and other customers have a Budget with no Sales During loading, 

the data architect resolves a synthetic key by creating the composite key For validation, the data architect 

creates a table containing Customer, Month. Sales, and Budget columns. 

What does the data architect see when selecting a month? 

A. All Customers, all Budget and all Sales records 

B. Customer and Sales records for that month, but missing values for Budget 

C. Customer and Budget records for that month, but missing values for Sales 

D. Customer, Sales, and Budget records for that month 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

A data architect needs to efficiently prepare a data model for a meeting in an hour. The data source to be used contains
five date fields. The app needs to display sales trends and compare the current year to date (CYTD) to last year to date
(LYTD). The app is NOT going to be published. It will only be used for this meeting and a single user\\'s ad-hoc analysis.
What should the data architect do to meet these requirements? 

A. Create a canonical calendar 

B. Load a calendar island 

C. Use the data manager 

D. Create five master calendars 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9
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Refer to the exhibit. 

What are the values of the variables vLoadStart and vLoadComplete after the script executes? 

A. vLoadStart; \\'NOW{)\\' vLoadComplete: current system date and time when the script ended 

B. vLoadStart: system date when the app was opened vLoadComplete \\'now()\\' 

C. vLoadStart: system date when the app was opened vLoadComplete: current system date and time when the script
ended 

D. vLoadStart: current system date and time when the script started vLoadComplete: \\'now()\\' 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

A data architect needs to upload data from ten different sources, but only if there are any changes after the 

last reload When data is updated, a new file is placed into a folder mapped to E:\373948870. The data 

connection points to this folder. 

The data architect plans a script which will: 

1. 

Verify that the file exists 

2. 
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If the file exists, upload it. Otherwise, skip to the next piece of code. The script will repeat this subroutine for each
source. 

When the script ends, all uploaded files will be removed with a batch procedure. Which option should the data architect
use to meet these requirements? 

A. FilePath, IF, THEN, Drop 

B. FileSize, IF, THEN, END IF 

C. FilePath, FOR EACH, Peek, Drop 

D. FileExists, FOR EACH, IF 

Correct Answer: D 
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